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Chiquita Canyon Landfill SOP No. 1

SOP NO. 1
Designating and Diverting Odorous Loads to the OC Zone
PER CONDITION 18: Develop and implement a Standard Operating Procedure (“SOP”) to control
diversion of Odorous Loads (defined in Condition 19) to the Odor Control Zone (“OC Zone”) (as defined
in Condition 20) one hour prior to projected Unfavorable Wind Conditions and during actual
Unfavorable Wind Conditions (as defined in Condition 3).

When:
This SOP will apply 1 hour before projected Unfavorable Wind Conditions, and
during actual Unfavorable Wind Conditions, based on hourly monitoring of
Weather Underground and actual (real time) wind conditions as determined by
Chiquita’s onsite air monitoring system(s) and onsite observations. Unfavorable
Wind Conditions are defined as winds that blow from the South between 0 and
5 miles per hour. Projected and actual wind condition monitoring will be
performed by the OC Supervisor and/or other trained landfill staff.

This procedure requires the
following Tools, PPE, and
Safety Devices when not in
the scale house, a vehicle or
other protected area:
Hard Hat
High Visibility Safety Apparel
Goggles or Safety Glasses
Dust Mask (optional)
Thermal Camera
Handheld Anemometer

How:
The Odor Control Supervisor (“OC Supervisor”) or other trained landfill staff will perform the following
steps to identify and divert Odorous Loads (described below) to the OC Zone. No loads designated as an
Odorous Load may be received at Cell 6 during actual or projected Unfavorable Wind Conditions.

Designating Odorous Loads:
The OC Supervisor – or other trained landfill staff – will evaluate every inbound load of waste to
determine whether the load is an Odorous Load. An “Odorous Load” is a load of
waste that meets one (or more) of the following criteria:
1. Loads containing organic Materials Recovery Facility fines (“MRF fines”) as
referred to in the February 2021 Landfill Operations Assessment Report at
Appendix D, page 7;
2. Loads that fit the Odorous Load Profiles developed by the OC
Supervisor; or
3. Loads that have an odor intensity of 3 or higher (as defined
below), as determined by trained landfill staff from the
outside of the truck.
When the OC Supervisor (or other trained landfill staff) designate a load as
an Odorous Load, the person making the designation will place a temporary
magnetic yellow marker that reads “OC Zone” on the front of the truck as a
notice to landfill staff directing loads that this load is being diverted to the OC Zone. The OC Supervisor
(or other trained landfill staff) will then verbally direct the Odorous Load driver to follow signs placed
along the route to the OC Zone. When Odorous Loads arrive at the OC Zone, they will be dumped, and
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the waste will be handled in accordance with SOP No. 2. If any Odorous Loads are inadvertently
dumped at Cell 6 during projected or actual Unfavorable Wind Conditions, they will be handled in
accordance with the “Immediate and/or Periodic Covering” section of SOP No. 2.

Where:
Odorous Load designation may occur at 4 different locations. Those locations are described below in
the order that a load would travel through the landfill property. The Post-Scale Inspection Area is the
primary location for Odorous Load designation and where all odorous loads will be logged at the time
they are identified by the OC Supervisor or other trained landfill staff in the daily Odorous Load
Diversion Log (described in the Recordkeeping section below). Landfill staff at other locations will,
however, need to remain vigilant for potentially Odorous Loads and will serve a useful additional
screening function. Constant radio communication will be maintained with the scale attendant, OC
Supervisor, and other locations, to ensure that that all Odorous Loads are properly logged and diverted
to the OC Zone. If Odorous Loads are identified at locations other than the Post-Scale Inspection Area,
the person identifying the load as odorous will communicate with the OC Supervisor or other trained
landfill staff by radio, and the OC Supervisor or other trained landfill staff will log the load. The 4
locations where Odorous Load designation will occur are:

At the Scale
The scale attendant will serve an initial screening function. Time and circumstances permitting,
the scale attendant will notify the OC Supervisor of incoming loads suspected to be Odorous
Loads. Where practical and safe, the scale attendant may evaluate an incoming load to
determine whether the load should be designated an Odorous Load.

At the Post-Scale Inspection Area
Where practical and safe, as trucks exit the scale, they will enter a secondary inspection area
where the OC Supervisor or other trained landfill staff will perform a detailed evaluation to
determine whether the load meets any of the three Odorous Load criteria. To prevent odor
fatigue, the OC Supervisor or other trained landfill staff will not conduct the evaluations for
longer than four continuous hours at a time, and must have at least a one hour break before
resuming such evaluations. If a load meets the odorous load criteria, the OC Supervisor or other
trained landfill staff will log the load in the daily Odorous Load Diversion Log and place a
temporary magnetic yellow marker that reads “OC Zone” on the front of the truck as a notice to
landfill staff directing loads that this load is being diverted to the OC Zone. The OC Supervisor or
other trained landfill staff will then verbally direct the Odorous Load driver to follow signs
placed along the route to the OC Zone.

At the Road Split
As waste vehicles arrive at the access road split, signs and/or a trained landfill worker will direct
incoming loads tagged with the magnetic yellow marker that reads “OC Zone” to the OC Zone.
Vehicles that were not issued the yellow “OC Zone” marker will be directed to Cell 6. Where
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practical and safe, trained landfill staff at the road split will observe incoming loads not tagged
with the yellow “OC Zone” marker for indications that the load is an Odorous Load based on the
odor intensity criterion. If they determine that this criterion is met, and that an untagged load is
odorous, they will notify the OC Supervisor by radio that they have identified an untagged
Odorous Load. Loads designated as Odorous Loads by the staff at the road split will be directed
to the OC Zone. The OC Supervisor or other trained landfill staff will log any untagged Odorous
Loads in the daily Odorous Load Diversion Log.

At Cell 6 or Deck Commander’s Station
If vehicles displaying the yellow “OC Zone” marker inadvertently arrive at Cell 6 or the Deck
Commander’s station at Cell 6, they will immediately be re-directed to the OC Zone. Workers at
other checkpoints and the OC Supervisor will be notified of this event by radio to reduce the
chance of recurrence. Where practical and safe, the Deck Commander or other trained landfill
staff at Cell 6 will observe incoming loads not tagged with the yellow “OC Zone” marker for
indications that the load is an Odorous Load based on the odor intensity criterion. If they
determine that this criterion is met, and that the untagged load is odorous, they will notify the
OC Supervisor by radio that they have identified an untagged Odorous Load. Loads designated
as Odorous Loads by the staff at Cell 6 will be re-directed to the OC Zone. The OC Supervisor or
other trained landfill staff will log any untagged Odorous Loads in the daily Odorous Load
Diversion Log.

Training:
Initial and quarterly refresher training will be provided to all landfill operations staff to ensure
situational awareness of the overall system. More detailed, in-depth initial and quarterly refresher
training will be provided to landfill staff who are responsible for designating inbound waste vehicles and
directing them to the OC Zone (e.g., District Manager, Assistant District Manager, Landfill Operations
Manager, OC Supervisor, and traffic control operators). All training sessions will include both classroom
and field (scenario) training and will cover the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How to identify and divert Odorous Loads as outlined above;
How to apply the three Odorous Load designating criteria;
Proper placement/removal of the yellow “OC Zone” markers;
Specific responsibilities of working at each of the 4 designation locations;
Onsite access roads, including the current location of the OC Zone and Cell 6;
Communication skills for interacting with drivers;
Recordkeeping requirements for designating and directing/redirecting Odorous loads to the OC
Zone; and
8. Safety procedures required when conducting the work described within this SOP.
Odor detection training will also be provided for frequent landfill customers and those identified as
routinely hauling Odorous Loads regarding how the landfill will designate Odorous Loads per the abovedescribed criteria and divert Odorous Loads during Unfavorable Wind Conditions. This video-based
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training will also provide specific instruction to drivers on how to notify landfill staff when they suspect
they are transporting a potentially Odorous Load to the landfill.

Recordkeeping:
The OC Supervisor or other trained landfill staff, in collaboration with the scale attendant, will maintain
a daily Odorous Load Diversion Log. This log will record all loads diverted to the OC Zone and include
the following information:
o

o
o
o

For each Odorous Load diverted:
o Vehicle arrival time
o Hauler/Facility number
o Waste type
o Odorous Load diversion category:
 Category A – Loads containing MRF fines as referred to in the February 2021
Landfill Operations Assessment Report at Appendix D, page 7
 Category B – Loads fitting an Odorous Load Profile
 Category C – Loads with odor intensity of 3 or higher
Daily wind conditions – including whether they are actual or projected
Total daily tonnage diverted
Total daily loads diverted
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